
HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER –  

CHAPTER 10: JUST WANT TO MEET 

  Chapter 10 

  The assistant listened and explained: "Miss Tang, we are not eavesdropping, we 

just came across it when we left the elevator, and our young master has never been 

interested in other people's affairs, so don't misunderstand." 

  Tang Qianzhu nodded with a raised eyebrow: "Well, let's say that's the case." 

  "What do you mean just take it, Miss Tang, I'm telling the truth, we really didn't 

eavesdrop." The assistant's tone was getting more and more urgent. 

  "All right." The cool male voice lightly interrupted the assistant's words, and his 

calm eyes moved away from Tang Qianzhuo's face and moved away. 

  Tang Qianzhuo spoke without any delay: "Why do you want that perfume so 

badly?" 

  The girl's sudden question made the man pause, but he only paused for a second 

or two before continuing on his way, and did not answer her question. 

  Tang Qianzhong gave a tsk: "This temper really has not changed ah." 

  The man did not stop walking, probably did not hear her low murmur. 



  In a short while, Tang Qianzhuo was walking back and ran into a black chicken who 

was holding a whole bag of food. 

  He walked out slowly, apparently he had been here for a while. 

  After taking a glance at the direction the two of them left, he laughed: "Boss, if that 

assistant knew you could hear all directions, he would not dare to lie." 

  His boss grew up with a physique that is more excellent than normal people, and 

his hearing is tens of times more than normal people, so he can hear all the 

movements. 

  Tang Qianzhu walked forward unhurriedly: "Your mouth to me to pay attention, 

usually should not say do not say." 

  "I know, boss, I just see no one else here before I dare to say." 

  Tang Qianzhu glanced at him and did not answer. 

  She has a lot of "special abilities", her six senses are much better than normal 

people, learning ability is first-class, basically other people take years to learn things, 

she can at most use only a day or two to digest. I heard my mother say that this is the 

effect of that medicine. 

  She did not want others to know this, except for a few close people, no one else 

ever told. 

  Because her hearing is so strong, she usually needs to wear a weak hearing so 

that her world is not so "loud". 



  But today, she didn't wear it. 

  She heard all the voices clearly, including what Tang Yi said to the mother and 

daughter when she first entered the banquet hall. 

  The first thing you need to do is to think about the words, she coldly laughed, and 

her eyes were full of sarcasm. 

  In her life, there is an unsolved mystery - Tang Yi. 

  This man is her biological father, but in the past 19 years, he has never done a 

single bit of fatherly responsibility for her. 

  When she was eight years old, she suspected that she was not his biological, 

because non-biological, so cold and reasonable. She secretly went for an identification 

with hope, but the results were a big disappointment. 

  The phone rang, pulling her back to her thoughts. 

  She picked it up and answered it. 

  A respectful voice came from the other end: "Hello, I'm from the auction company's 

side, this is how it is, the work commissioned by Mr. Bai has been auctioned off for 800 

million, and these funds will all be used for charitable donations according to Mr. Bai's 

account." 

  "Well, I'll pass it on to him, hard work." 



  Hearing her intention to hang up the phone, the person was busy saying, "Here's 

the thing, the buyer is very big, it's Mr. Feng String, the one from the first family, the 

Feng family, and he wants, to meet with Mr. Bai." . 

  Tang Qianzhong lightly related, so it is like this. 

  Spent eight hundred million, just want to meet. 

  "No." 

  "Listen to me first, Mr. Feng said he wants to talk to Mr. Bai about a business deal, 

the price is up to Mr. Bai, this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, please pass it on to Mr. 

Bai." 

  "Not interested." 

  Tang Qianzhu hung up the phone directly. 

  The black chicken to see her finished, only to speak out: "Boss, I see your father on 

my dress very opinion, in order to match you, or I go to dye this thing back to black?" 

  Tang Qianzhong light snorted, "Green is more suitable for you." 

  Black chicken depressed: "Boss, how can you do this!" 

  -- 

  On the other hand, Feng Xin is squinting and sleeping in the back seat. 



  The assistant turned around after listening to the phone and reported back to him: 

"Boss, the auction company returned the message, saying ...... Bai Mi side did not 

agree to meet." 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to do. 

  This change in the eyes of the assistant was interpreted as "interested". 

  After all, his boss had hardly ever been rejected, so when he suddenly encountered 

such a thing, the desire to win in his bones must have been aroused. 

  "Tell him to send over Bai Mi's assistant's contact information." 

  "Yes." 

  In a short while, Feng Xin got a string of numbers, however, he did not dial it. 

  His deep eyes stared at the string of numbers and fell into deep thought. 

 


